Abstract. For the 3D point cloud data aquired by laser scanning measurement of ship block, an efficient denoising algorithm based on image and normal vector threshold judgement is proposed. Firstly, large scale noise points are eliminated using global threshold judgement based image, then Kuwahara filter algorithm is used for data smoothing and a denoising algorithm based on normal vector threshold judgement is proposed to eliminate noises point excluding ship manufacture sections. The experiment result demonstrates that not only the proposed denoising algorithm keeps key data points but also avoids bluring point cloud boundary and eliminates noise points effectively.
Introduction
As manufacturing sections of ship block are composed of a lot of steel plates, 3D point cloud data obtained by structured light vision measurement sensor is not a geometry distribution to some extent, which is scattered and disordered. A few noise point cloud data excluding the ship segmentation during vision measurement procedure will be obtained simultaneously. So point cloud data denoising is an essential alogorithm in reverse engineering; point cloud denoising processing will directly affect the quality of subsequent 3D model reconstruction, which significantly affects the analysis and manufacture of results using the 3D model.
Common method of data smoothing and denoising are filtering technology in digital image processing, which are divided into space domain and frequency domain filtering. In recent years, many scholars have put forward various point cloud denoising algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] . These methods are generally facing the challenge both to reduce noise and to ensure the point cloud important feature information unaffected. According to the characteristics of different 3D objects, different point cloud denoising algorithms need to be putted forward. During the point cloud data processing of ship sections, some useless outlier points are needed to removed, and the background points need processing in order to the point cloud feature extraction subsequently. According to the point cloud data generated of ship sections visual measurement, a point cloud denoising algorithm is putted forward. Firstly based on image the large areas background noise points are removed, then using Kuwahara [5] filtering algorithm for data smoothing, finally a denoising algorithm based on normal vector threshold is proposed to eliminate noise data outside of manufacturing section. 
Point cloud data denoising based on image
The feature point cloud of ship block manufacturing section obtained by digital measurement is basically in a section, so data depth has little difference, and the target data depth value basically than the noise data is smaller. Using the above information, based on the concept of digital image processing, the obtained data points are taking as image data, the measurement data points depth value as the pixel gray values in the image. Using the depth value distribution of the statistical point cloud data in histogram image processing, target data depth range ranges were counted, in order to remove large area noise point.The global thresholding method is as follow:
Step1 Choose an initial estimate 0 T for T in the middle of the maximum and minimum value.
Step2 Uses T to segmentation point cloud data. Achieve two sets of point cloud data: 1 G
Calculates the average z with point cloud data 1  and 2  within the range of values 1
Step4 Calculates a new threshold:
Step5 Repeat steps 2 through 4 successive iteration, until the T value is smaller than the pre specified parameters 0 T .
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For point cloud data obtained by laser scanning measurement, common filtering algorithms cannot remove noise and preserve edge also has good effect. In order to obtain the boundary characteristics accurately, which can eliminate the noise but also to ensure the edge, corner feature is not smooth, using the Kuwahara filtering algorithm [5] . Kuwahara filtering algorithm is based on the depth image which is the famous boundary preserving smoothing method.
Denoising method of point cloud data based on normal vector threshold judgement 2.1 The K neighbourhood calculation
The three-dimensional point cloud of block visual measurement, have data redundancy, the existence of incomplete data and point cloud data with unknown topology. The establishment of geometric topology relationship between measuring point cloud, is beneficial to reduce the search range data and improve the dense scattered point cloud modeling speed. The common establishment method of data point cloud topological relationship is space grid method, such as proposed 3D scattered data nearest neighbor search algorithm [6] . The ship section measuring point cloud data processing used a fast searching large data sets K nearest neighbor spatial sphere algorithm [7] , which is easy to realize and can quickly detect the point nearest neighbor.
Calculation of tangent plane based on least square fitting
Normal vector and curvature are the basic characteristics of surface, and are important bases of surface feature recognition. The normal vector can be determined by the tangent plane of the point [8] . Manufacturing section model of ship sections were positioned substantially in the plane, so the plane can be obtained by using least squares fitting.
For any point P in space, find its K neighbor and include the point denoted ( ) Nbhd P , ensure the minimum square of the distance from the K neighborhood of the point to the tangent plane, the normal vector can be calculated, and calculate the point approximation tangent plane by plane equation. 
The unit normal vector plane is ( , , ) N A B C , then the distance formula of ( ) Nbhd P point and plane ( , , ) i i i i P x y z can be expressed as follows:
K neighborhood point set is ( 1, 2, 3, , )
,by the distance minimum square of these points and the least square plane ,the objective function is established: 
The Eq (5) 
Introduce standard constraint condition in the plane normal vector 
The expansion is: 
The sum of all kinds:
[ (
According to the center coordinates and the above method the tangent plane equation can be determined.
Data processing based on normal vector threshold judgement
Setting normal vector threshold on feature regions, greater than the threshold point cloud grids are delete, so we can get a single value plane (space plane projection direction does not coincide). Set reference plane normal vector n of hip manufacturing section, each measuring point i x nearby is calculated and the close points are fitted as the constraint tangent plane ( ) (18) is obtained and By the Eq (1) and Eq(7) the simultaneous solution of the projection point coordinates can be obtained
After finding the tangent plane, through coordinate transformation to the coordinates of the points into the two-dimensional coordinates, you can consider only the two coordinate value without considering the third direction coordinate values, to simplify the problem. Of course, change the coordinates of the projection plane do similarly applied to all spatial data sets, to maintain data consistency and projection plane.
Experiments
The obtained point cloud data of ship block visual measured in different parts of the model is denoising, and the experimental results are analyzed. Figure 1(a) and (c) show point cloud obtained of ship model frame scan. The scanned point cloud includes the local data points and large areas noise point block which can be seen, so the denoising is very necessary for data processing. 
Conclusions
For 3D point cloud data of the ship block model vision measurement, the efficient point cloud data denoising algorithm has been researched deeply. The algorithm firstly calculate K neighborhood point, then calculate tangent plane tangent of the least square fitting for K neighborhood point, finaly use the angle of measuring point with tangent plane normal vector and the tangent plane vector direction to distinguish whether to remove the measuring points. The experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. 
